
Plant-based Product Names

Test your product in 2023 via a standalone or
benchmarking Omnitest for £499 or £998 

77% 23% 62% 38% 23% 77%

40% 60% 49% 51%

1 in 4 stated if there was meat in
the name of a plant-based

product, it would put them off
buying it*

*Sample Size=53, Foodfax Flexitarian Panel (January 2023)

At CMR....
We can test vegan, vegetarian or plant based products on our flexitarian foodfax panels or
fully bespoke adhoc projects, depending on your needs. 

Adhoc products can be tested at any part of the product lifecycle: from concept ideas,
product testing, benchmarking, claims testing and so many more! 

Contact us at: Info@CambridgeMR.com to find out how we can help you
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Which name do you prefer?

The number of people who are vegan, vegetarian or flexitarian has increased over the past
couple of decades with plant-based alternatives being more readily available both in

restaurants and retail shops.
 

There are two distinct types of people who decide to give up or reduce their meat intake. For
those who would like meat-free replications of meat dishes such as sausages, steaks, and fish

cakes, these products are mimicking the taste, texture, and appearance of meat. But on the
other spectrum are those who want meat-free alternatives that have no resemblance to any

meat product that is on offer and are purely vegetable based. 
 

This divide is evident in the appeal of plant-based names. There are those who do not like that
meat-free alternatives include the name of the meat it is replicating in the title, e.g. meat-free

chicken, with others preferring a purely vegetable name with no reference to any animal
product. For example, a plant-based ready meal could be called a “Vegetable Bake” or

“Chickenless Bake” - both names would be valid for either product but would appeal to a
different subset of buyers. 

One reason for using these “meat” names is to
help with ease and convenience. Using the term
“burger” or “steak” for example on plant-based
products simply makes it easier for a consumer
to know how to integrate that product within a

meal or what it should be served with. An
example of where this is seen in the market is
with milk alternatives. These are labelled as
milk but these do not necessarily contain any

milk, but using the milk label makes consumers
aware of what this product is used for and what
it is replacing. If these were labelled as ‘juice’ for

example, you would not necessarily know you
are supposed to put this in your morning tea or

coffee. 
Most people in western society have grown up

eating meat, so this may be one reason why food
brands mimic the appearance and texture of
vegan / vegetarian products in an attempt to

make the transition to this new lifestyle easier as
there is still some familiarity with what people

are eating.

However, many vegans and vegetarians do not
like these names as they choose not to eat

certain products and do not want to be
triggered by including meat in the name. For

example, if a plant-based product was called
‘chicken free nuggets’ this is overemphasising

what is missing from the dish and how the
texture and appearance should be, thus setting

the expectation. When choosing what to eat,
being reminded of what is not in the meal or

seeing ‘meat terms’ on products can put people
off buying it as they have already chosen to

not eat a certain product so do not need to be
made aware of what it is replacing. Many also
do not want the appearance, taste or texture
of the product to mimic meat products as they
have already chosen not to eat this and may

actively dislike the taste and texture of meat or
have rejected meat on ethical grounds.

Using Meat terms in plant-
based products

Not Using Meat terms in
plant-based products


